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To: Jan KOSTEVC (ACER) <Jan.KOSTEVC@acer.europa.eu> 
Subject: RE: ESO comments on Proposal for System Adequacy Methodology - as part of public 
consultation 

 

Dear Mr.Kostevc, 
 

Thank You for Your feedback. We highly appreciate Your efforts to catch the problems related 

to ENTSO-E methodology proposal for system adequacy assessment. We agree our e-mail (of 

course together with the attachments) to be published.  
 

We are not criticizing ENTSO-E for not presenting our comments to the ECG members. We 

are only stating this fact which is a normal outcome from their overall attitude towards the 

transparency of the methodology proposal. They did not make even a short presentation of this 

methodology at the meeting of ECG on 19 November 2019. 
 

The main problem is that ENTSO-E (the drafting team) did not provide answers to most of our 

questions. There are probably two possible reasons or that: 
 

-         unwillingness to do it because of the fact that the current methodology is being in 

an advanced phase of implementation – Industrialized Tool V.1 for which a serious 

budget has been already allocated and they prefer nothing to be changed; 

-         lack of enough expertise to fully understand the questions and give proper and clear 

answers 

-          

To some of the questions ENTSO-E provided as an answer the statement that “Monte Carlo is 

the state of the art for a pan-European study”. This in not a good approach to answering the 

questions. 
 

Probability theory including technical reliability theory is a very specific domain of the wide 

area of applied mathematics. For this reason it is normal that too few people among the staff 

of ENTSO-E and any TSO have the required level of knowledge and expertise in this domain 

to properly analyze and evaluate the sophisticated probabilistic approach in  system adequacy 

assessment. Obviously it is not a good practice to trust and accept any proposed methodology 

when it is not possible to evaluate it properly. The second problem here is that even for people 

with the required expertise it is very difficult to evaluate it because it is not described and 

presented adequately with the desired level of details. 
 

Every methodology can be defined as set of applicable methods for solving the referent 

problem. The main purpose of any methodology is to convert the set of clearly defined input 

data into a trustable information output, which can be reliably used to take proper and correct 

decisions referring to the problem being solved. Concerning the ENTSO-E methodology 

proposal, at this moment for us it can be defined as a “grey box” with no clear definition of 

required input data and no detailed description of the set of methods being used inside this 

“grey box”. Therefore we have not enough arguments to trust the results. 
 

Regarding the Monte Carlo approach in short-term adequacy assessment, we can not find 

mathematical logic to simulate any process for the next couple of days (the nearest future) 

when in most cases all statistical properties of this process are  well known in advance with 

very high degree of accuracy.  This approach is mostly applicable for long term assessment 
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when the level of uncertainty of input time series is very high and type and  parameters of the 

probability distribution functions of these processes are not known in advance.  
 

We can provide any additional information concerning the consultation process and we are 

ready to present our analytical probabilistic approach - PROMESA models if needed. 
 

Looking forward our future cooperation, 
 

Best regards: Angel Georgiev 

 


